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Batter management for highway construction 
Gestion de bas-côtés pour la construction d’autoroute

J.P.Hsi & J.P.MacGregor -  SMEC Australia Pty Ud, New South Wales, Australia

ABSTRACT: The Bulahdelah to Coolongolook Freeway, New South Wales, Australia was awarded as a design/construct/maintain 
(DCM) contract where the Contractor is responsible for the design and construction of a 22 km length of dual carriage freeway and 
also the maintenance of the roadway over a period of 10 years after completion of the project construction. One of the major criteria 
ot the project is to maintain the post-construction stability as well as the long-term durability of the cut and fill batters. A Batter Man
agement Plan was developed and implemented during the contract to ensure that the design, construction and maintenance of the bat
ters were in accordance with the project requirements.

RÉSUMÉ: Le contrat pour le projet d'autoroute de Bulahdelah a Coolongolook, New South Wales, Australie à été concus come un de 
dessin/construction/entretien. Le contracteur est reponsable du dessin et de la construction de l’autoroute, qui mesure 22 km, mais 
aussi de son entretien pour les dix ans consécutifs à l’achèvement du projet. Un des principaux critères pour le projet est de maintenir 
la stabilité de la construction et aussi la durabilité des couper et remplir bas-côtés pour ces dix ans. Un plan de gestion de bas-côtés à 
été develope pour s’assurer que le dessin, la construction et l’entretien des bas- côtés sont realises selon les specifications du projet.

1 INTRODUCTION

The 22 km long Bulahdelah to Coolongolook Freeway, New 
South Wales, Australia is part of the Pacific Highway Upgrade 
Program arranged by the Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA), 
NSW, and financed by both the Australian Federal and NSW 
State Governments. The project was awarded as a DCM (de
sign/construct/maintain) contract and is one of the pioneering 
projects of this kind in NSW. The Contractor is responsible for 
the performance of the Freeway over a period of 10 years after 
completion of the project construction.

The Freeway has been constructed across rugged terrain 
where the existing landform required major reshaping, involving 
cuttings up to 49 m depth and fills up to 24 m height. Approxi
mately 4.8 million cubic metres of earthworks were involved in
cluding an estimated 1.3 million cubic metres of rock excavated 
by drilling and blasting. The materials recovered from the cut
tings were used in the construction of the road embankments 
with an optimisation of material usage to achieve a cut/fill bal
ance.

The project is in an area underlain by complex geology in
cluding sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks. The de
sign of the batters was initially undertaken based on available 
geotechnical information. This design was later modified as ap
propriate when the ground was exposed as the construction pro
ceeded. After the project completion the batters have been regu
larly inspected by qualified geotechnical personnel and where 
necessary stabilisation treatments carried out to ensure the long
term performance of the batters.

To ensure that each batter was designed, constructed and 
maintained in accordance with the Project Deed, Scope of Work 
and Technical Criteria, a Batter Management Plan was devel
oped and implemented by both the Contractor and the Designer. 
Appropriate procedures were set in place to define the scope of 
work, responsibilities, actions and outputs for all components of 
work related to cut/fill batters.

2 THE PROJECT

In January 1997 the Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) of NSW 
awarded Thiess Contractors a DCM contract for the construction

of 22 km of four lane divided freeway to replace a section of the 
Pacific Highway north of Bulahdelah which had a poor align
ment and contained gradients considered unacceptable for a Na
tional Highway. SMEC Australia was associated with Thiess as 
the Principal Designer to carry out detailed design of the freeway 
and to provide geotechnical services during construction and 
maintenance.

The southern end of the freeway begins at Frys Creek north 
of Bulahdelah and heads north-east through state forest. En 
route, it traverses both Koolonook and Meyers Ranges, elimi
nating O’Sullivans Gap before turning back to rejoin the existing 
highway about 4 km south of Coolongolook. The project site 
plan is given in Figure 1.

The project was completed and open for traffic in October
1999, 3 months ahead of the scheduled completion date. The 
Freeway has significantly improved the safety and comfort of the 
road users and bypasses some of the most dangerous stretches 
along the old Pacific Highway.

3 DCM CONTRACT

The design/construct/maintain style of contract offers many ad
vantages to the roads authority, the head contractor and the pub
lic purse. It puts the design and construction responsibilities on 
the contractor, while the on-going maintenance obligation en
sures lasting quality in the finished work.

The DCM contract allows the Contractor and the Designer to 
enjoy the freedom of design and construction, and achieve more 
effective and economical solutions for the project. The Contrac
tor runs the on-going design, selects the materials and products, 
and therefore most changes, conflicts and lost time are mini
mised with potential for significant cost savings.

While experiencing time and cost savings in these areas, the 
Contractor is also exposed to greater risk throughout the duration 
of the contract, which requires total maintenance of the Freeway 
for 10 years after completion of construction.

The DCM format of contract is a preferred delivery method 
for the RTA as many traditional risks such as weather, design, 
environment and community relations are now predominantly in 
the hands of the Contractor. This does not mean the RTA takes a
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Figure 1. Project site plan

back seat completely as the authority’s senior design staff remain 
involved and are kept informed by the Contractor and the De
signer on the project related issues. The project has also included 
an external verification team.

4 PROJECT GEOLOGY

The project is located in an area with complex geology which in
cludes the following features:
-  A range of rock types including sedimentary, igneous and 

metamorphic rocks.
-  An inter-bedded sequence of materials with different engi

neering properties.
-  The presence of folded rock and geological dislocations, e.g. 

faults.
-  A near surface profile which includes erodible soils.
-  Valley areas with clay and sand alluvium infill.

The rocks are generally folded with near-vertical bed
ding/foliation in the southern section and lower dip angles far
ther to the north. The near vertical bedding/foliation caused 
problems during construction as the ground conditions changed 
dramatically within a short distance and these conditions could 
not be economically anticipated by boreholes.

The soils below the road embankments were found mostly 
less than 2 m thick and consisted mainly of firm to very stiff 
clays. Alluvial soils up to 10 m thick were present in the flood 
plains traversed by Boolambyte Creek and the Coolongolook 
River.

5 CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

The project design made every effort to effectively use the mate
rials excavated during construction. The materials from the cut
tings were mainly used in the construction of road embankments 
with the topsoil from both cuttings and embankment foundations 
stockpiled for use in landscaping and slope protection.

To clearly define the materials available from the cuttings, 
the materials have been grouped into five classes based on sub
stance strength and fracture spacing. These features are consid
ered to be the main factors which control the engineering per
formance. The five classes are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Material classification

Substance strength Fracture spacing

Class Description UCS Class Description

(MPa)

5 Soil < 0 .5 E Not measurable

4 Extremely low 0 .5 - 2 D < 40 mm

to very low rock

3 Low to medium rock 2 - 1 2 C 40 -  100 mm

2 High rock 1 2 - 4 0 B 100 -  300 mm

1 Very high to > 4 0 A > 300 mm

extremely high rock

6 BATTER DESIGN

6 .1 Fill Batters

Two types of road embankment, rockfill and earthfill, were con
structed using the materials recovered from the site. The rockfill 
embankments derive stability from the mechanical interlock of 
the rock pieces rather than compaction of the fine material em
bedding the large rock pieces. Material in rockfill embankments 
should consist of hard, sound, durable rock which does not dis
integrate under compaction and weathering. Classes 1 and 2 
rocks with a minimum unconfined compressive strength (UCS) 
of 20 MPa are considered suitable for use in rockfills. Embank
ments constructed with other classes of rock (Classes 3 to 5) are 
categorised as earthfills. The maximum batter slopes adopted for 
the fill embankments are as follows:
-  Earthfills: 2 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical).
-  Rockfills: 1,5 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical).

The maximum vertical height of each earthfill batter is lim
ited to 10 m, beyond which, a 4 m wide bench is provided for 
erosion control and maintenance purposes. No benches are re
quired for rockfills.

The earthfill batters are susceptible to erosion and require sur
face protection, generally grass cover. As the rockfill is durable, 
slope protection is not required. These batter slopes selected are 
largely based on past experience where the long-term stability 
and durability have been achieved.
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lu soil and low strength weathered rock slope stability is gov
erned by substance strength, whereas in medium or higher 
sircngth rock slope stability is controlled by the nature, orienta- 
non and spacing of rock mass defects. The design of the cut bat- 
iers have taken into consideration both the rock strength and de
lect spacing. The maximum batter slopes adopted for the 
cuitings are as follows (referred to Table 1 for rock classes):
- Soil and very low strength weathered rock; ie, Classes 3(B- 

E), 4(A-E) & 5(A-E): 2 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical).
- Low strength rock and high strength fractured rock; ie, 

Classes 2(B-E) & 3(A): 1 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical).
- High to extremely high strength rock; ie, Classes l(A-E) & 

2(A): 0.5 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical).
The maximum vertical height of each cut batter is limited to 7 

m, and beyond this height, a 4 m wide bench is provided for ero
sion control and maintenance purposes.

The rock batter slope has been decided based on observation 
of existing highway cuttings on similar geological conditions 
with consideration of long term stability and low maintenance 
cost.

6.2 Cul B a lters

7 BATTER MANAGEMENT PLAN

A Batter Management Plan was developed and implemented to 
demonstrate that each batter has been designed, constructed and 
maintained in accordance with the requirements set out in the 
Project Deed. The Batter Management Plan has been designed to 
ensure that:
- Each batter design is the most appropriate for the site condi

tions indicated by the site investigations.
- Each batter is constructed with a progressive review of site 

conditions as exposed with modification of the batter design 
if required.

-  The protection and treatment of each batter will be reviewed 
and where necessary applied as soon as practicable to prevent 
the development of areas of concern.

- The performance of the batters will be maintained in the long 
term by a program of inspection and maintenance.
The Batter Management Plan has been implemented through 

a series of Procedures which define the scope of work, respon
sibilities, actions and outputs for both cut and fill batters during 
design, construction and maintenance. The Procedures are ac
companied during implementation by appropriate Work Instruc
tions and Checklists.

The key issues addressed in the Batter Management Plan in
clude:
- Slope stability: design based on material mass properties in

cluding strength, fracturing, etc.
- Weathering: protection for areas of potential deterioration.
- Local failure: potential areas of rockfall supported by rock- 

bolts and shotcrete; catch fence at crest of bottom batter.
-  Erosion: lined batter crest drains; gutter at edge of pavement; 

topsoil/grass of soil and highly weathered rock; local protec
tion of earthfill by riprap.

- Drainage of surface water: pavement drainage; crest drains on 
all cut batters; drains on all benches.

- Groundwater seepage: provision of subsoil drains and hori
zontal drains when groundwater occurs.

- Traffic safety: excavation using pre-split and treatment of cut 
slopes to produce a smooth surface; provision of benches not 
less than 4 m wide; specific attention to protection of bottom 
batter; chain wire catch fence at crest of bottom batter if re
quired; provision of catch and gutter drains.

- Landscaping: batter design in association with project land
scaping consultant; input from landscaping consultant during 
batter construction and project operation.

-  Environment: batter design in association with project envi
ronmental consultant; input from environment consultant 
during batter construction and project operation.

-  Access for maintenance: bench width of not less than 4 m; 
access tracks for tracked machines to each bench.
These issues are incorporated in the actions and outputs re

quired by the different procedures included in the Batter Man
agement Plan.

8 RESOURCES

The resources required for the different stages of the project de
pend on the evaluation of the site conditions during design, the 
site conditions as exposed during construction and the batter per
formance during operation.

Implementation of the Batter Management Plan has included:
-  Field geotechnical investigations with test pits, and drill holes 

as necessary.
-  Laboratory testing of samples.
-  Excavation of an initial central trench through each major 

cutting.
-  Mapping and review of the cut design based on the conditions 

exposed in this trench.
-  Progressive review and implementation of batter protec

tion/treatment.
-  Mapping of materials exposed by the foundation excavation 

for the embankments.
-  A program of regular inspection and maintenance of batters. 

Assessment of the available data indicated that:
-  Cut batters in soil/highly weathered rock and earthfill em

bankment batters were likely to be erodible and had to be 
protected by topsoil/grass.

-  Cut batters in rock were likely to be in high strength sub
stance with local areas of low strength erodible material. 
These areas would be treated with shotcrete.

-  Local areas of jointed rock would require support using 
grouted rock bolts.

-  The batters on earthfill embankments will be protected either 
by topsoil/grass or riprap.

-  The batters on rockfill embankments were unlikely to require 
specific protection measures.
The review of these features was the responsibility of geo

technical staff on site during construction. Equipment and mate
rials for shotcrete application and rock bolts installation were 
identified and organised for mobilisation at short notice prior to 
rock excavation. Any protection/treatment of cut batters was ap
plied as soon as practicable after the problem area was exposed 
to reduce the potential for erosion of soil and low strength rock 
with the consequent risk of siltation of drainage waters and dete
rioration of the rock face.

Re-mobilisation of slope treatment equipment and materials 
for maintenance works as required has been provided in the 
maintenance program.

9 PROCEDURES AND CHECKLISTS

The following procedures were established to implement the 
Batter Management Plan:
-  Management of cut batter design.
-  Management of cut batter construction.
-  Management of cut batter maintenance.
-  Management of embankment batter design.
-  Management of embankment batter construction.
-  Management of embankment batter maintenance.

Under each procedure the following tasks are clearly identi
fied and defined:
-  Purpose of the procedure to ensure that the design, construc

tion and maintenance are carried out in accordance with the 
Project Deed requirements.

-  Responsibilities of different parties including the Designer, 
the Contractor, the Design Verifier, the Superintendent, the 
Quality Assurance Manager, etc.
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-  Actions of each of the relevant parties as appropriate.
-  Outputs associated with the actions taken.

For each procedure a checklist was established to provide 
documentary evidence, countersigned by the responsible parties, 
that during the investigation, design, construction and mainte
nance of each batter the different actions and outputs required by 
the Batter Management Plan had been completed. Examples of 
the relevant checklists for the cut batters are given in Section 12 
Appendix.

10 CONCLUSIONS

The successful completion of the Bulahdelah to Coolongolook 
Freeway Project has included the investigation, design and con
struction of more than 40 large cuttings and more than 40 large 
earthfill and rockfill embankments. The implementation of a 
Batter Management Plan for each of these slopes has ensured a 
systematic approach to the site conditions, in each case with 
documentary evidence of the design and construction methodol
ogy which has provided a sound basis for the Project Mainte
nance Strategy.
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12 APPENDIX

Checklist -  Cut Batter Design
Cut No:__________ Chaînage:___________  Left/Right Batter

No. Action Signed Dated

CD1 Review of existing site investigation 
information

CD2 Assessment o f additional site 
investigation

CD3 Implementation of additional site 
investigation

CD4 Review of complete site investigation 
information

CD5 Preparation of geotechnical model

CD6 Listing of geotechnical input to cut 
design

CD7 Assessment of cut slope stability

CD8 Assessment of slope treatment

CD9 Assessment of drainage

CD 10 Assessment of traffic safety

CD11 Assessment of landscape design

CD12 Assessment o f enviromental issues

CD 13 Assessment o f access for maintenance

CD14 Production of design report

CD15 Production of design drawings

CD16 Production of specification for slope 
treatment

CD17 Production of specification for slope 
drainage

CD18 Production of design verification 
report

CD19 Approval o f verified design report by 
RTA

Checklist -  Cut Batter Construction
Cut N o:__________ Chaînage:___________  Left/Right Batter

No. Action Signed Dated

CCI Review of proposed excavation 
method

CC2 Assessment if central trench is 
required

CC3 Geotechnical mapping of trench

CC4 Review of geotechnical model

CC5 Modification of cut batter design

CC6 Verification of modification of cut 
batter design

CC7 Approval o f verified modifications by 
RTA

CC8 Assessment of site conditions during 
excavation

CC9 Review of excavation methodology 
during excavation

CC10 Completion of excavation to design 
limits

CC11 Geological mapping of cut batter

CCI 2 Verification of cut slope stability

CC13 Assessment o f local areas o f potential 
instability

CC14 Assessment o f slope treatment 
required

CCI 5 Completion of specified slope 
treatment

CC16 Assessment o f drainage provisions for 
groundwater

CC17 Assessment o f drainage provisions for 
surface water

CCI 8 Completion of specified drainage

CCI 9 Assessment of batter on traffic safety

CC20 Assessment of access for batter 
maintenance

CC21 Production of geotechnical map of 
central trench

CC22 Production of design review report

CC23 Production of geological map

CC24 Production of slope treatment report

CC25 Production of slope drainage report

CC26 Production of traffic safety report

Checklist -  Cut Batter Maintenance
Cut N o:__________ Chaînage:___________  Left/Right Batter

No. Action Signed Dated

CM1 Review of condition of cut batter

CM2 Assessment of scope o f remedial 
works

CM3 Design of remedial works

CM4 Approval o f remedial work design by 
RTA

CM5 Completion of remedial works

CM6 Production of report on inspection

CM7 Production of report on improved 
batter
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